Postanesthesia care unit imaging is unnecessary when intraoperative imaging is used during anterior cervical decompression and fusion procedures.
Retrospective case series. To characterize the clinical utility of imaging in the postanesthesia care unit (PACU) after anterior cervical decompression and fusion (ACDF) procedures. Two sets of imaging are often taken at the end of ACDF procedures: one intraoperatively and the other in the PACU. The latter may have low clinical utility. One hundred four patients who underwent ACDF procedures with anterior plate/screw constructs were identified. A panel assessed intraoperative and PACU series for adequacy of images to detect potential issues with placement of the surgical construct and for any actual visible issues with placement of the surgical construct. Intraoperative series were adequate to detect potential issues with construct placement for 78.8% of cases, whereas PACU series were adequate for only 58.7% of cases (significant difference, P<0.001). For both series, nearly all inadequacies were because of the shoulders obstructing the lateral view. Accordingly, cases with lower inferior operative levels were much more likely to have inadequate intraoperative and PACU series than cases with higher inferior operative levels (significant differences, P<0.001 for both). In no case was an issue with construct placement visible on a PACU series that was not also visible on an intraoperative series. This study demonstrates that PACU images are inferior to intraoperative images and offer little or no incremental clinical utility for detecting issues with surgical construct placement after ACDF procedures. PACU imaging after ACDF procedures might be discontinued to realize savings in time, cost, and radiation exposure.